
ACTIVITY SEVEN: ALL CLOGGED UP

TIME: �! 45-minute lesson. This activity can be
done by half the class at the same time
Activity Six is being done by the other half
of the class. You may want to consider
doing this outside.

SCIENCE PROCESS SKILL: Predicting and model building.

SCIENCE CONCEPT: Zebra mussels can restrict the flow of water by
congregating in water lines,

BENCHMARKS: Students should:

Know that scientific investigations may take many
different forms, including observing what things are
like or what is happening somewhere, collecting
specimens for analysis, and doing experiments.

Know that seeing how a model works after changes
are made to it inay suggest how the real thing would
work if the same changes were made.

Keep records of their investigations and
observations and not change the records later.

Use numerical data in describing and comparing
obj ects and events.

Students will use a model to predict the rate of flow of water in a
pipeline.

OB JECTIVE:
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WHAT YOU OUGHT TO KNOW

Zebra mussels are gathering on water intake lines of the power companies and
water treatment plants along rivers and lakes. The resulting economic impact to
these companies is very serious and costs thousands of dollars for clean-up and
repairs. Have students brainstorm problems that might occur if these industries
and water utilities were unable to easily draw incoming water. This activity
shows students how the water through a pipe can be reduced by zebra mussels.
Students will be estiinating the rate of water flow in a pipe when colonized by
zebra mussels. ASIAN Q'UGSTIC3NS



Each tube used by the students represents one of the multiple tubes present in the
cooling system of a power plant. When the pipes are clean, the water moves
through quickly and in known amounts. As soon as zebra mussels come into the
pipes, water flow is reduced. The more mussels in the pipes, the less water is
allowed to pass through. If the cooling process is stopped, the power plant could
overheat and a shutdown could occur,

WHAT'S THE CONNECTION???

TO LANGUAGE:

Write a newspaper account of a nuclear power plant being shut down because of a
water flow shortage,

TO MATHEMATICS:

Estimate the rate of flow of a 5-liter bucket draining through a 4 cm hose, 8 cm
hose, etc.

TO ART:

Use straws and aquarium tubing to build a water or power plant structure,

TO SOCIAL STUDIES:

Locate your area's water plant and power plant on a map.

WORDS OF WISDOM

Congregate, flow restriction, intake lines, siphon  see also glossary on page 5!.

LOOK IT UP
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RESOURCKS AT THE READY

Material: In Kit In Notebook Teacher Provides
Vinyl tubing
Gravel

Rulers

Buckets

Stop watch
funnel

 8! 2-liter bottles
Clean-up material
Graph paper

Sheet 7.1

Sheet 7.2

ZM Journal

EACH GROUP WILL NEED...

One 2.5 cm inside diameter, vinyl tubing, 1 m long with attached screen  see drawing!
�! 2-liter bottle
Funnel

Gravel

Ruler IIII.o

�! Buckets
Clean-up equipment and water-holding materials
Watch or clock to record elapsed times
All Clogged Up! Data Sheet 7.1
All Clogged Up! Data Sheet 7.2
Piece of graph paper   or use Data Sheet 5.2!
Zebra mussel journal

GETTING YOUR ACT TOGETHER

This will be a wet and messy activity. You may want to consider doing this
activity outside. Have a mop on hand in case of spills. You will need to have an
adequate supply of water nearby or will want to prepare for the lesson by having
the water brought into the classroom, From the cafeteria, collect buckets, pickle
jars, vegetable cans, even milk jugs to use for water, cleaning up and collecting
dirty water.

NOTE: You may want to consider teaching this lesson simultaneously with
Activity Six, "Filtering Fools."

t t
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TIME To EXPERIENCE ZKBRA MUSSEL MANIA!!

Have each group fill a 2-liter bottle with water
and place it on a desk or table. This bottle
becomes your water intake source. NOTE;
Fill the bottle ALL the way up!!

Water
Use a funnel and put in into the open
end of the tube. You will pour the water
from the 2-hter bottle through here. Funnel

Watch the clock as you drain through
the tube. Start timing when the bottle is
inverted. Note the number of seconds that
have elapsed by subtracting the times on
the Data Sheet 7.1, Repeat this process
at least three times. The three times should
all be similar. If not, why?

Add 5 cm of gravel to the open end ofth
e tubeand shake the gravel down to the screen
Repeat steps 1 through 3 three times. Have
students record data for each repetition.

Gravel

Screen

Add an additional 10 cm  total of 15 cm! of
gravel, repeat steps 1 through 3, and record
the data.

Now have the students predict the rate of flow if you would add 10 cm more
of gravel �5 cm total! to the hose. Make one prediction for 5 cm less of
gravel �0 cm total gravel!. Record these two predictions.

Add an additional 5 cm  total 20 cm!, repeat steps 1 through 3 aud record the
data,

Have the groups create a graph of their results without the predictions. Then
have them draw a line though the observation points and develop
extrapolations and interpolations for 10 cm and 25 cm of gravel. Were the
graphs useful for this task?

Check your predictions by completing steps 1 through 3 to find the actual time
required, Have the students compare predictions. Which was the most
accurate, the 10 cm or the 25 cm prediction?



10, Answer questions on Record Sheet 7.2. Have each group share their data with
the class and compare the water output values.

11. Have the students draw the apparatus in their journals. When they have
finished the drawing, have them draw a power plant with cooling tubes
blocked with zebra mussels.

12. Have the Reporters for each group prepare a presentation for the group doing
Activity Six. They should demonstrate the procedure and show the results.

l~m~m k

WHAT DID YOU LEARN????

Compare the students' predictions to actual observations. Can you determine if their final
prediction is fairly accurate? Are the children able to deinonstrate how the zebra mussels
block pipes in water or power plants.

WAIT, THERE'S MORK....

~ Field trips to water utilities or power plants can provide an ideal opportunity for a first-
hand look at the problems caused by zebra mussels.

~ Invite a power plant operator or engineer to discuss zebra mussel impacts with the class.

~ Make predictions about what would occur if the entire tube used in the lesson was clogged.
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ZEBRA
NUSSELS

WORDS OF WISDOM
ACTIVITY 7: ALL CLOGGED UP

CONGREGATE: a gathering or assemblage of people or things

FLOW RESTRICTION; anything that restricts or slows water flow; for example, zebra mussels restrict
flow in a water pipe, and weeds restrict flow in a canal

INTAKE LINES: the place fluid is taken into a pipe, e.g., intakes for water treatment plants and power
industries

SIPHON: an opening through which water enters and leaves an object, such as a mussel; some species can
use this activity as a means of propulsion; also a means by which a liquid is transferred from one object to
another, such as to siphon water into a bottle
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ZEBRA

NUSSELS

ALL CLOGGED UP! RECORD SHEET 7.2 TEACHER'S KKY

Zebra Mussel Watchers' Names:

Questions

1. How good was your group's prediction at the 10 cm of gravel level? Why?
W' va

2. How good was your group's prediction at the 25 cm of gravel level? Why?
Will va

5 cm 't i easier tthe rate f fl le wut wha

hanto redictwh t10cmm r ldbe.

4. How does this demonstration relate to zebra mussels?
Z bra mu s lo intake i 'kethe r v l edthetu ' . Th ze ra

ussels the har r i ' r wat r

5. Describe how the zebra mussel might affect pipes in water or power plant systems.
letel clo it 'td wn.
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3. Which prediction �0 or 25 cm of gravel! should have been more-accurate? Why was
one prediction more accurate than the other?

h uld hem r uratebe Oe is el rn







ACTIVITY EIGHT: FAMILY REUNION

 l! 45-minute lessonTIME:

SCIENCE PROCESS SKILL: Predicting and inferring

SCIENCE CONCEPT: Population density can be determined by sampling.

BEN CHMARKS: Students shouM:

Know that, usually, there is no one right way to
solve a mathematical problem; different methods
have different advantages and disadvantages.

Know that results of similar scientific investigations
seldom turn out exactly the same. Sometimes this is
because of unexpected differences in the things
being investigated, sometimes because of unrealized
differences in the methods used or in the

circumstances in which the investigation is carried
out, and sometimes just because of uncertainties in
observation, lt is not always easy to determine the
cause for diferent results.

Keep records of their investigations and
observations and not change the records later.

Students will calculate the number of zebra mussels in a given
area.

OB JECTIVE:

WHAT YOU OUGHT TO KNOW
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Zebra mussels attach to hard surfaces in lakes and rivers. They attach to rocks,
docks, boats, and even to each other. This activity will engage the students in a
sampling technique currently being used by scientists to estimate the number of
zebra mussels in rivers and lakes. The students will engage in similar sampling
techniques by taking samples of gravel  zebra mussels! &om a cookie sheet
 lake/river bottom!, and then using this information to calculate the number of
pebbles in the entire pan.



When sampling zebra mussel populations in rivers such as the Illinois River, Illinois Natural
History Survey divers take large metal square frames to the bottom of the river. In the dark
water, they push the heavy metal square very carefully into the river bottom. Then they carefully
remove everything from inside the dimensions of the metal square and place the samples in
collection bags before bringing them to the surface. At the surface or in the laboratory, the
scientists count the organisms. Several more samples are taken; the surface area of the entire
location is measured; and the population for that large area is determined.

WHAT'S THE CONNECTION???

TO LANGUAGE:

The students can write directions for using sampling to determine
the number of zebra mussels in a lake or river.

TO MATHEMATICS:

The students can determine the number of zebra mussels it ~ould
take to cover the gym floor, cafeteria wall, classroom floor, or
playground area.

TO ART:

Students can construct a zebra mussel colony using macaroni shells
� sizes! to represent their sample.

TO SOCIAL STUDIES:

The students will brainstorm ways in which sampling can be used
by business, industry, and the government to control the zebra
mussel population.



~q>r,  f

WORDS OF WISDOM

Area, estimate, extrapolate, population, population density,
predict, quantify, sampling  see also the glossary!

LOOK 1T UP

RESOURCES AT THK RKADY

Material: In Kit Teacher ProvidesIn Notebook

Cookie pans
Gravel

Spoons

Sheet 8.1

ZM Journal
�! cardboard milk cartons  pt. or qt!
Balance

Set up four lab stations. Each group of students will rotate from station to station
Each group will need:
Cookie pan
Lightweight gravel
Spoons for moving and counting the gravel
Cardboard milk cartons

Family Reunion Data Sheet 8.1
Zebra mussel journals

GETTING YOUR ACT TOGETHER
Collect, rinse, and clean milk cartons, one for each
lab station. Cut out the carton's top and bottom so
you have an open-ended square box. The carton box
should be at least 5 cm deep. You may want to
reinforce the edges of the carton with masking tape.
Fill four pans with 2 crn of gravel and move some of
the gravel to make the surface uneven, thus more
natural. Tell the class that the pans represent four
sites on the river bottom. Assign groups to survey
each site, just as they would if four boats were
needed. The sites represent typical populations of
zebra rnussels for an area.
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TIME TO EXPERIENCE ZEBRA MUSSEL MANIAtl! ~ '..' ~g

Go over Words of Wisdom and have them record them in their
zebra mussel journal.

Discuss the problem of counting an entire population of anything.
This is what zebra mussel experts come across when they deal with
an entire river or lake to determine a population. Pretend that the
gravel covering the pans are zebra mussels. Ask the students if
they could quickly count all the pebbles  zebra mussels! in the pan.
The correct response is, "Not easily." But students can learn to
take samples and use those samples to extrapolate or predict a
larger population,

Use the Data Sheet 8.1 to record the area of the pan and area of the
carton.

Have the students estimate the number of cartons needed to cover
the pan. They should record their predictions.

The students should then calculate the actual number of cartons
needed to cover the pan and record this information. Determine
the number of cartons needed by dividing the area of the pan by the
area of the carton.

Take an actual sample from the pan by using the carton. Students
should push the carton down, open ended, through the gravel until
the carton rests on the bottom of the pan.

The students will remove their sample from the inside of the carton
by using a spoon. Quantify the sample by counting. Record the
sample counts in the journals and on Data Sheet 8.1.

After each group has completed the four sampling, have them
share their results with the entire class. Place the numbers on the

class chart. Show the class how to do an average. Have the
students write the procedure for collecting samples in their zebra
mussel journals.

Explain to the students that, by taking the average number of
pebbles and multiplying that by the number of cartons needed to
cover the pan, they will arrive at the population density of zebra
mussels in the entire pan.
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WHAT MD YOU LEARN???

Can the students tell you the procedure for
collecting a sample and determining the density of a
population? You can determine the validity of the
mathematical calculations by checking the students'
data sheets. Do their sampling procedures reflect
concern for developing accurate data?

WAIT, THERE'S MORE...
You also can quantify the sample by another
sampling technique. To do this, use a balance to
find the mass of a know sample, say 100 pebbles
chosen randomly. If 100 has a mass of X grams,
any future mass can be used to determine the
number of pebbles.
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ZEBRA

NUSSEI.S

WORDS OF WISDOM

ACTIVITY S: FAMILY RKIJNION

AREA: the measure of the surface of a solid; a part of any surface; a particular zone

KSTIMATE: to judge or determine generally, but carefully, the size, value, or cost of an item

EXTRAPOLATE: to arrive at a conclusion or result by hypothesizing &om known facts or
observations

POPULATION: a group of interbreeding organisms of the same kind occupying a particular
space

POPULATION DENSITY: the quantity or number of a species per unit, as of an area

PREDICT: to determine in advance what will happen

QUANTIFY: to determine or express the amount of something; to measure

SAMPLING: the process of taking a small amount of an item or object for testing or analysis
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bra MUssel Watchers' Names:

h x width =

3. Actual cartons per pan

Number of cartons sampled

Number of Pebbles Collected

 determined by area of pan x area of carton!

Average number of pieces of gravel per carton

Total population density of: site 1 site 2 site 3 site 4
 determined by taking the sample average x actual number of cartons that fit into p

Total population density of all sites~a
 add population densities of all sites and divide by 4!

r«





ACTIVITY NINE: WEB OF LIFE GAME

 I! 45-minute lessonTINK:

SCIKNCK PROCESS SKILL: Infemng, predicting, and drawing conclusions

SCIENCE CONCEPT: Nonindigenous species will severely impact a native food web.

BENCHMARKS:

Students should:

Know that, for any particular environment, some kinds of plants and animals
survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.

Know that organisms interact with one another in various ways in addition to
providing food.

Know that, in all environments � &eshwater, marine, forest, desert, grassland,
mountain, and others � organisms with similar needs may compete with one
another for resources, including food, space, water, air, and shelter. In any
particular environment, the growth and survival of organisms depend on the
physical conditions.

Know that models are often used to think about processes that happen too slowly,
too quickly, or on too small a scale to observe directly; that are too vast to be
changed deliberately; or that are potentially dangerous.

Know that people can keep track of some things-see where they come &orn and
where they go.

Students will demonstrate the critical changes in a native river
ecosystem due to the introduction of zebra rnussels.

OBJECTIVE:
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ASK QUESTIONS

WHAT YOU OUGHT TO KNOW

A native river habitat is a fluid yet fragile community. Introduced species have altered,
permanently in some cases, the natural food chain. The "Web of Life Game" actively
deomonstrates to students the impact zebra mussels have in a native river environment. ou
should discuss at length the food pyramid overhead provided. Students will understand the
impact zebra mussels better by playing the "Web of Life Game." Dissolved oxygen, the
available oxygen needed for species to live underwater, is a critical ingredient in a river habitat.
All plants use carbon dioxide and water to produce oxygen during photosynthesis. In a river
ecosystem, plants in the water produce oxygen; and underwater animals, including zebra
rnussels, use this dissolved oxygen. When zebra mussel numbers increase rapidly, they use
tremendous amounts of dissolved oxygen, which cause native fish to die.



WHAT'S THE CONNECTION???

TO I ANGUAGE:

Students will record in their journal each of the three phases of the
game.

TO ART:

Students will draw a river habitat before the game and before
looking at the river poster included. After the game, when they are
more familiar with the food chain, students will redraw or add to
their pregame picture, using the rivers and wetland poster included.

TO SOCIAL STUDIES:

Interview Department of Natural Resources staff specialists about
other ecosystems or habitats in trouble, Students will report their
findings to the class.

WORDS OF WISDOM

Biological diversity, dissolved oxygen, ecosystem, food chain,
food web, habitat, larval fish, native species, organic matter,
zooplankton, veligers  see also the glossary!

LOOK IT UP
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RESOURCES AT THE READY

Material: In Kit Teacher ProvidesIn Notebook

Sheet 9.1

Food pyramid overhead
Pad of paperName tags

150 blue pieces
150 red pieces
Poster

Character name tags  double sided! with zebra mussels on the back of all 30 tags
Names: larval fish �0!

native mussels �0!
larger fish �0!

3 diving ducks  name tags without zebra rnussels on the back!

150 blue garne pieces-indicates dissolved oxygen

150 red game pieces-indicates zooplankton

TIME TO EXPERIENCE ZEBRA MUSSEL MANIA!!!

Before beginning the game, go over the Words of Wisdom so the
children can become familiar with them. Have them put the words
into their zebra mussel journal. The following game is played in
three rounds. As each round is completed, the teacher and students
should discuss the changes that have occurred in this simulated
ecosystem.
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Chalkboard, pad of paper, or pencil to record students' observations after the game
has concluded



WKB OF LIFE GAME

OBJECT OF THE GAME:

To survive as long as possible.

DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS

ROUND ONE

Students put on the name tags, and the teacher scatters the game
pieces in a large playing area so all students have easy access to the
game pieces.

At a signal from the teacher, all students scramble to collect as
inany game pieces as possible.

Each species needs a certain amount of dissolved oxygen and
zooplankton to survive. Students and teacher determine which
species have survived based on the species needs in the following
chart:

DIS SOLVEI3 OXYGEN

 blue game pieces!
ZOOPLANKTON

 red game pieces!

larval fish

native mussels

10 10larger fish

zebra mussels~

14diving ducks*

'These two species will participate later in the game

SETTING UP THE GAME:

The following game instructions are based on using 30 students; the game may
need to be adjusted for a different number of students. If possible, the game
should be played in the gym or cafeteria, on the playground, or any other area
with enough room to allow the students plenty of movement. Begin the game
with 10 larval fish, 10 native mussels, and 10 larger fish.



Species must have at least the required number of the specific
game pieces to survive; survivors remain the same species for the
next round. Species that do not have the required number of game
pieces die and become zebra rnussels in the next round  by turning
their tag over!.

ROUND TWO

5. Collect and rescatter the game pieces. Have the students again collect as many
garne pieces as possible.

6. Repeat step 3 to determine who survived. If many animals other than zebra
mussels survive, repeat round two,

7. At the end of round two, each animal keeps the garne pieces he/she collected in
preparation for round three.

ROUND THREE

8. Select three students at random to become diving ducks. The diving ducks may
"eat" any surviving animals by tagging them.

9. The diving ducks take all the garne pieces from each animal as it is tagged. The
tagged animal now has been "eaten" and is out of the game. The round concludes
when all game pieces have been collected.

10. Students and teacher discuss who has survived and why  see chart in step 3!.

11. Students and teacher discuss the game to illustrate the impact of zebra rnussels on
the native species, and the impact of diving ducks on zebra mussels and larval
fish. Students should understand the effects of zebra mussels and how they can
destroy an ecosystem and its biodiversity.

12. The results may be different each time the game is played. If you choose, play the
game again.

WHAT DlD YOU I EARN???

Chart the results from the first and second games, Compare the results to see how
in nature the food web interactions are constantly changing. More zebra mussels
will reduce the numbers of large fish because the zebra mussels are depleting
necessary nutrients and life support.

WAIT, THERE'S MORE...
Play the garne using different numbers of animals
per species for different results.
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ZEBRA

NUSSElS

WORDS OF WISDOM

ACTIVITY 9: WEB OF LIFE GAME

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY: variety of life

DISSOLVED OXYGEN: the oxygen &eely available in water; vital to fish and aquatic hfe for
respiration; dissolved oxygen has been accepted as the single inost important indicator of the
ability of a body of water to support aquatic hfe

ECOSYSTEM: the interacting system of a biological community and its non-living
environmental surroundings

FOOD CHAIN: a sequence of organisms, each of which uses the next lower inember of the
sequence as a food source

FOOD WKB: all the individual food chains in a community

HABITAT: the place where a population lives and its surroundings, both living and non-living

LARVAL FISH: an immature, &ee-swiveling stage of a fish

NATIVE SPECIES: species that naturally occur or live in a particular area or region

ORGANIC MATTER: carbon-based waste compounds produced by living plants or animals

ZOOPLANKTON; microscopic aquatic animals eaten by larger aquatic animals

VELIGER: a zebra mussel larvae
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The Food Pyramid

I
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WEB OF LIFE GAME FOOD PYRAMID OVERHEAD
TEACHER'S KEY 9.1

FOOD PYRAMID

The food pyramid describes the energy flow between producers nad consumers.
Producers are plant forms on the lower levels of the food pyramid. They consist
of plants and organic matter. These plants and organic matter produce the energy
that begins its journey through the food pyramid. The plants grow, store energy,
and are consumed by organisms called consumers. The consumers that eat only
plants are called herbivores. Carnivores are meat eaters, and omnivores are
consumers that eat both plants and animals. As you progress up the food
pyramid, the foods that are eaten by consumers become more varied, The variety
helps many organisms to survive when one type of food becomes extinct.




